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ABSTRAKT 

Tato bakalářská práce objasňuje, jak může koučink pomoci člověku ke změně v životě. 

Jsou zde popsány jednotlivé metody koučinku, které koučové využívají při práci se svými 

klienty. Dále je práce zaměřena přímo na člověka, na jeho myšlení a na to, jak se může 

osobně rozvíjet za pomoci koučovacích nástrojů. Je zde popsáno, že hlavní změna přichází 

zevnitř od srdce. Konkrétní příklad, kdy koučink pomohl ke změně v životě, je společně 

s doporučením pro budoucnost popsán na konci této práce. 
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ABSTRACT 

This bachelor thesis clarifies the possibility of change in human life by using a coaching. It 

describes certain methods of coaching that coaches use to work with their clients. Further, 

it is focused on a human, his thinking and how he can personally grow and develop by 

using coaching tools. It describes that the main change in life comes from inside, from a 

heart. The concrete example of a change in life caused thanks to coaching is described 

together with future suggestion at the end. 

 

Keywords: coaching, personal development, success, goal, dream, heart, mind, inner 

values 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“You change your life by changing your heart.” 

(Lucado 2012) 

Max Lucado 

 

This simple quote from American preacher Max Lucado tells us that change comes from 

inside. Coaching as a way of personal development is focused on working with inner 

values of a human. We have to keep in mind that all those values are factors that cause 

changes in our lives. Many people deal with different issues in their everyday life, in their 

work, family or relationships. The way they are set up inside will reflect to the outer world.  

 This bachelor thesis describes coaching as an approach to human from the gentle and 

helpful side. It is not aimed to force or lead a person into some action or work and increase 

his efficiency using these methods. This way of management based on force has been very 

popular since the industrial era arose and even in today’s world it is very common method 

in big corporations or individual issues. Anyway, times are changing and the new 

approaches are required (Atkinson 2009, 16). Coaching is still a quite new phenomenon 

that is progressively becoming more and more popular. In this thesis we clarify that this 

approach, focused on inner world, is really effective. 

 The approach to a client is described in the first part of this thesis. This is the basic 

element showing that everybody has a huge true potential and by systematic work it can be 

released. Even that every person is an individual with own feelings, dreams and problems, 

coaching can be the right option for him to make a change in life and reach the dreams and 

goals. 

 The next part of this thesis is more oriented to a person itself. Everybody can make a 

change but to make a true change coming from a heart can be difficult because only this 

one can have long-term benefit and affect to life. Managers around the world are interested 

in new methods of helping people to the benefit of the whole companies. A bright look to 

the basic principles of human behaviors can give us the right answers. The tools mentioned 

in this thesis together with principles of coaching show whether the small change in life 

can have a great benefit to the whole society or not. 

 The last parts of this work analyze certain coaching session where we can observe 

used coaching steps in specific case. All the mentioned methods were used to lead a client 
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into an individual thinking about the problem and solution to make a change in life. The 

thesis also provides personal profile of inner values. All those values are examined from a 

coaching viewpoint and considered in relation of possible change of human life.  
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1 COACHING IN GENERAL 

Coaching is a dynamic phenomenon that is able to change a live of a human as well as the 

whole company. The coaching itself can be described in many ways. Generally, it can be 

understood as the alternative way of learning a person by himself. The main role of 

coaching is more about helping someone to learn than to learn directly the person. The 

purpose is to release the true human potential. According to Sir John Whitmore, the British 

educator and coach, most people use only about 40% of their potential. This means that 

everybody is capable to work more efficiently and to achieve more and better results. Due 

to coaching, the person focuses on inner problems and barriers. In many cases the 

problems inside of a person are worst than the outer problems. The main role of coaching 

is to eliminate or at least reduce the effects of these inner barriers and release the full 

potential (Whitmore 2005, 18).  

 

1.1 History of Coaching 

The method of coaching is a quite new phenomenon and it is not widely expanded in every 

company. Many companies are still a bit skeptical to this new method of learning and 

empowering. Some managers just simply do not want to leave their old standard behavioral 

model. Anyway, the coaching have become more and more popular in the course of time 

(Whitmore 2005, 19).  

 The first person, who can be described as unofficial coach, was Socrates. He used a 

kind of indirect question forms to his students and helped them to reach better results as is 

indicated on http://koucinkcentrum.cz/historie-koucinku. 

 Coaching, as we know it today, has inception in sport. Timothy Gallwey, the 

American writer, coach and John Whitmore’s co-worker, was the first man who presented 

universal coaching method applicable in every branch. In his series of books “The Inner 

Game” he came with the idea of identifying the true problems (inside of a person) and 

pointing to the overcoming these obstacles individually rather than simply coach 

(Whitmore 2005, 20). Gallwey also pointed out that sport is the best sphere of making 

research in progress of learning and making changes. Almost any performance in sport is 

very easily observable because results come immediately in contrast of business sphere 

(Gallwey 2010, 24). 

British citizen Sir John Whitmore, who is also regarded as one of the founders of coaching, 

passed Gallwey’s courses. After that, he organized Inner Game courses that helped people 
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to reach better results in sport. The principles were very successful in many branches and 

Whitmore started to apply them to business sphere (Whitmore 2005, 20) 

 Some managers used old behavioral methods to manage the company and employees. 

Those old principles worked but were not ideal and the ground on business sphere was 

prepared for new methods. Gallwey’s principles had been experimentally tried and became 

very successful. From that moment, many managers and coaches have been using 

Gallwey’s principles, gaining new experience and solving problems more effectively. 

Nevertheless, there are still people that are not opened to new methods, people that believe 

in the old behavioral models. (Whitmore 2005, 21) 

 

1.2 What is Coaching? 

According to Marilyn Atkinson, the well-known Canadian coach and writer, coaching is 

understood as an approach to a person. An approach that is able to get the best from us. 

Coaching helps us to use all our experiences, abilities and skills we have gained through 

life in the right time and on the right place to get the best from us and increase the 

efficiency as much as possible (Atkinson 2009, 13). 

 It is important to understand a person as a precious being with huge potential to reach 

every goal. According to the old behavioral model, people were taken as an empty box or 

glass that is necessary to fulfill. Via coaching we can see people as e.g. a seed that has a 

potential to grow in a big strong tree (Whitmore 2005, 19).  

 The main difference between coaching and other educational methods can be 

described by using Gallwey’s formula: Performance = potential – interferences.  

P = p – i 

This formula simply says that a client has some own performance which depends on his 

potential. A client has two options to increase his efficiency in case he is not satisfied with 

the performance. By increasing the power (learning, know-how, via seminars, etc.) or by 

using a coaching to realize and reduce interferences (Gallwey 2010, 39). 

 Focusing on interferences leads a client to work on his own. There is no dependence 

on somebody or something else. A client can personally grow independently without a 

coach. He can do this in any sphere of life (business, sport, etc). Anyway, there can be a 

danger in form of dependence on somebody’s other help. When a client needs help with 

increasing his power, there is some trainer or instructor that can teach him necessary 

knowledge. A client usually pays for that and become dependence on somebody else’s help 
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(Koučink Centrum 2012). Coach’s role is to lead a client into independence and into the 

ability to think more about solutions of his problem from different angles by himself. 

 

1.2.1 Roles of a Coach 

The main role of a coach is to improve his student’s perception of reality, make 

responsibility in him and to make student’s self-confidence stronger. Every coach must 

believe that student’s potential is bigger than appears and more importantly, the student 

must start to believe in his potential and himself without regard to previous achievements 

or failures of student (Whitmore 2005, 26 – 27). 

 Coach does not need to have expert knowledge and experience from the area where he 

couches. He works as a neutral creator of consciousness. Coach’s role is not to solve the 

problem, learn or give advices. If he gave advices or instructions, the student would start to 

lose responsibility and self-belief. He is a facilitator, a person that creates self-confidence, 

inner motivation, understanding, responsibility and activity in his student. 

1.2.1.1 Perception of reality 

Clearer and brighter view of the world around us is the result of better perception of 

reality. A single person is able to control only what he perceives. The other impulses 

(which a person cannot perceive) control him. Better knowledge of reality empowers. The 

level of perception is not limited only by the ability of observe and listen. Other important 

factors are acquiring relevant facts and information, self-awareness, our emotions and 

desires that can easily distort the reality (Whitmore 2005, 45). 

 Every human activity can be described as a simple order: INPUT – PROGRESS – 

OUTPUT. Inputs are impulses that influence every person and after that a person 

immediately starts to process them. Outputs are based on evaluated information. Quality of 

outputs (results) depends on the quality and number of inputs. This is why the perception 

of reality is so important (Whitmore 2005, 47). 

1.2.1.2 Responsibility 

Responsibility is crucial for reaching high level of productivity. If a person takes out full 

responsibility for his ideas and acts, his determination will grow and he will be more 

productive. A mistake is when a responsibility is imposed to someone against his will. In 

this case it will not lead to any improvement. The “real” responsibility must come from a 

person that has an option of choice (Whitmore 2005, 49). 
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1.2.1.3 Thinking 

State of mind is crucial in every activity. Things like technique and physical condition are 

important in sport. Knowledge and experience are important in business but they do not 

guarantee success. The most important think for reaching a clearly defined goal is the state 

of mind or also the will for success. This topic will be described in detail further in this 

thesis. 

 

1.2.2 How Coaches Work with Clients 

Coach works with his client by using forms of questions. If people are commanded or have 

to deal with closed questions, they do not have to think very much. Open questions are the 

key to make them think. The questions must be chosen to improve perception of reality and 

responsibility of a client. 

 Interrogative pronouns or adverbs are the most suitable for questions. The client will 

be led to give necessary information about a problem. According to Whitmore, it is 

important to let a client express his feelings just by himself. The questions should be wide 

from the beginning and after that focus more on details. The main rule is to respect the 

interests of a client (not the coach). A coach who determines questions also undermines the 

responsibility of a client and loses his interest and trust (Whitmore 2005, 59). The coach 

should not directly force a client into a specific area of discussion. 

 Coaching is a spontaneous process. Coach pays attention and follows the answers but 

does not think about the following question during the client’s speech. It is better to listen a 

client carefully and after his speech think about another answer. Anyway, listening is very 

important but good coach pay attention to other aspects. There are other specific features 

such as tone of client’s voice, body language, emotions and other aspects. Coach also 

needs to know himself. His reactions to the client’s answers are crucial (Whitmore 2005, 

59 – 62). 

 There are two basic structures of coaching. The first one is less structured and 

informal to a certain extent where almost every day communication between a manager 

and employees leads to very effective and productive human resource management. The 

second option consists of structured and planned conversation between a coach and a 

client. This model is known as the GROW model (Whitmore 2005, 64 – 65). 
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1.2.2.1 GROW Model 

GROW is a system of questions connected with other methods of human development. 

This basic working tool came from the Whitmore and Gallewey’s cooperation and the 

purpose of this system is to bring the student into better realization of his goals, visions or 

projects. As is indicated on http://koucinkcentrum.cz/historie-koucinku, there is a four-step 

process to use this model: G – Goal Setting, R – Reality, O – Options and W – Will. 

Thanks to these realizations the student is capable and ready to make fine decisions in his 

following progress. Coaching serves as a tool to get process or task into the work 

(Whitmore 2005, 67). 

 A goal setting should be at the beginning of every meeting. The client must express his 

expectations. Setting up goals before reality exploration is crucial because goals must 

come from a current situation. Goal can be final or performance-related. Final goals are 

e.g. being in a leading position on a market, becoming managing director, winning a gold 

medal etc. Final goal achievement does not depend on ourselves (we cannot control our 

competition).   Performance-related goals measure our achieved progress. The productivity 

depends mainly on us. Performance-related goal helps to achieve final goal. All goals must 

have specific characteristics such as measurability and difficulty to increase the motivation 

to achieve it. Goals must be also realistic because there must be a hope or chance to 

achieve it (Whitmore 2005, 67 – 68).  

 The positive formulation is also very important. In case of negative formulation people 

tend to focus on the negative image of a goal. Every participated side of a meeting must 

agree with the suggested goal as well as everybody must completely understand it 

properly. Among other specific features, the goals must be legal, moral and ecologically 

acceptable (Whitmore 2005, 68-74). 

 Study of reality comes after setting up goals. Objectivity is the most important 

criterion in study of reality. Things must be seen right in the way as they truly are. Usually, 

the more intensively a client thinks about the problem and the reality, the more effective is 

the meeting. A client must go deeper in his awareness, at the very bottom to find necessary 

information. People tend to control things they are aware of but there can be some things 

deep in the subconscious and if a person does not realize these things, he can be easily 

affected without knowing where those things came from. During the meeting, coach must 

choose questions for a client to make himself clearly define the situation. All questions 

about reality are straight only if they are descriptive (not evaluating) and all the answers 

http://koucinkcentrum.cz/historie-koucinku
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must be numerous and quality to give feedback to a coach. All those principles are 

necessary to improve the perception of reality of a client (Whitmore 2005, 77 – 83). 

 The main reason of options is not to find the right way but to make a huge list of 

alternatives. The quantity of proposals is more important than their quality and feasibility. 

The main reason why the large number of proposals is important is because client’s mind 

is stimulated and he is more creative. When the list of proposals is complete we simply 

choose the most suitable option or a combination of options with regard to benefits and 

loads (Whitmore 2005, 89 – 92). 

 Making a decision is the last step of the GROW discussion. A client should create an 

action plan aimed to a realization of clearly specified needs. Coach must not force a client 

to do what the coach wants but the coach activates client’s decision making by using 

specified questions. First question is about the main action towards the goals. Following 

question specifies the concrete time when it will happen. Other questions specify the main 

process whether it is in accordance with the goals, what are the possible obstacles, who is 

involved in this process and if there is any support required. In the very last step, the client 

must evaluate the possibility of which he is certain to complete the activity on the scale 

from 1 to 10. If a client evaluates himself by a number 8 or higher, he is capable to do it, 

otherwise they must think how to make the task easier for a client (Whitmore 2005, 98). 

 

The cycle is complete at this point. Coach gives to a client a specific written record of 

arranged steps at the end of a meeting. Coach should also ensure client’s familiarization 

with the record and that the client understands it and will realize it. According to 

Whitmore, the most important is the client and he must acquire a good feeling from 

himself as well as the belief that he will complete the task. 

 

1.2.3 Evaluation and Feedback 

For a client, the right self-evaluation or feedback of somebody else is very constructive 

tool for changing his work and life. A coach must be aware of choosing questions that will 

not influence or manipulate with client. The best feedback comes from our self rather than 

from somebody else (Whitmore 2005, 139 – 144). 

 Sir John Whitmore points out five forms of feedback. Four of them are very common 

in business sphere and are not very effective. Those four ways lies in personally aimed 

criticism, judging statement, statement without any constructive information and question 
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that does not invite a client to constructive formulation. Client does not think about the 

problem because there is no responsibility in all those cases (Whitmore 2005, 139 – 142). 

 The last form contains questions that invites client to detailed, non-judging 

characterization of a problem. This last class of feedback contributes to obtaining better 

results. It is very effective because it respects all coaching standards. A client must start to 

think about the problem and before an answer he must focus and formulates all his ideas. 

He must be aware of the reality which leads him to be more self-contained and self-

confident. In other words, he will start to feel responsibility. Realization of reality and 

responsibility are two factors that get a client into the optimal level of learning. Questions 

must be formulated to not cause defensive attitudes in a client. Ability to see the problem 

objectively is very important (Whitmore 2005, 139 – 144). 

1.2.4 Utilization of Coaching 

As is indicated on http://koucinkcentrum.cz/tri-zpusoby-vyuziti-koucinku, coaching is used 

in three different ways: 

- Coaching as a discussion: A discussion, talk or just simply a meeting is the most 

common form of coaching mainly in companies. A client provides a constructive 

feedback to himself which he understood, accepted and decided to make a change. 

A coach works with a client via questions to help him define goals, reality, 

opportunities and variant of progress. Coaching as a discussion takes place out of 

the action. The goals relates to the future while the description of conditions is 

based on realized facts in the past. Improvement of client’s ability to learn, think 

about the necessary questions and after time self-coaching is the main reason of this 

kind of coaching. 

- Coaching as a continuous training during an activity: This kind of coaching is 

mostly used in sport. According to the Inner Game methods of Timothy Gallwey, it 

is more efficient to teach a client (player) during his activity rather than simply 

inculcate him a theory during a non-action situation. Client reaches the state of 

relaxed concentration in which his brain and body acquires large number of quality 

information which leads to efficient learning as well as better results. Every person 

has a huge potential and every day they can improve themselves and their work. 

This kind of coaching can be also used in business sphere. It is less time-consuming 

method which does not require specialized education. 

http://koucinkcentrum.cz/tri-zpusoby-vyuziti-koucinku
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- Coaching as an approach: A coach must have positive approach. He must believe in 

the true potential of his client. In other case, the coach loses his role as a coach and 

holds the post of adviser, expert or teacher. This method does not necessary require 

a system of thought-out questions. Coaching as an approach is a systematic work 

with key principles of coaching. Those key principles includes trust in own 

abilities, point of view notification and responsibility. A client should ask himself 

in terms of these principles instead of being asked by a coach via questions. 

 

1.3 Managers as Coaches 

Managers, as the responsible individuals for good running of a company and leading their 

people, have a choice between classical methods and coaching. The traditional 

management was mainly based on forcing people do to their work, using positive or 

negative motivation to increase productivity of people. A manager discourages people by 

ordering them what to do. He creates an atmosphere full of fear in which people do not do 

their work very efficiently (Whitmore 2005, 31). Maybe these methods will fulfill the 

expectations and accomplish necessary duties but is this attitude the best choice in every 

way? Let’s look at this topic from a different perspective. 

 Almost every single person is led to be a submissive type his whole life. Parents order 

their children what to do and what is not allowed, in school students are punished for doing 

things wrong, in army soldiers must complete the orders and in employment it is the same. 

According to the Robert T. Kiyosaki, the American businessman and writer, the whole 

system of education was designed to make of people ideal employees. The educational 

system as we know it today came from the soldiers training in beginning of 20
th

 century. 

Ideal soldier is the one who complete any command without asking and in business sphere 

is it similar. Ideal employee is the one who complete any order, otherwise he is punished 

(Kiyosaki 2003). I believe that this system was “right” at that time. The 20
th

 century was 

the industrial age and everything had been created to fit into this era. But in today’s 

informative age, events have been changed but methods of treating with people stay same.  

 Everyday life has been changed since the industrial era. Sir John Whitmore in his book 

“Coaching for Performance” describes these developments as a shift from pressure to 

option (Whitmore 2005, 40). Even in business managers have the choice whether use 

coaching or orders.  
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 This can be considered as a fact, why coaching is still a quite new phenomenon. It is a 

phenomenon that treats people with respect. A phenomenon that builds a person so he can 

do better job, not just do better job at the expense of people. A good manager understands 

that helping his subordinates will have favorable response to the whole company. The 

relationship between managers (coaches) and their subordinates can be on the level of 

friends or partners working together to reach common goals. Thanks to this leading 

method, subordinates take more responsibility which encourages their self-confidence and 

sense of importance and manager gains more time to deal with long-term issues (Whitmore 

2005, 35). 

 There is still skepticism against this new kind of leading. Some people are simply 

afraid of changes that can arise. Subconsciously is known that average person makes no 

more than two serious decisions per year. It is not surprising that new methods are not very 

welcome. On the other hand, more and more people start to realize their responsibility for 

making choices and this possibility of making choices means freedom. Today’s changing 

world is not the same as it was decades ago and the new methods of adapting into this 

world are needed whether people like it or not (Whitmore 2005, 40) 

 

1.4 The Inner Game 

As it is briefly mentioned in the history of coaching, Timothy Gallwey came with the 

concept of inner dialogue. He noticed that in every movement or action are two voices 

speaking to him. The self 1 communicates to us via orders and rules of how to do an action 

effectively. It can be assimilated to a trainer who is in our head correcting every movement 

we make. The self 2 is natural. It is a being itself who represents the whole potential and all 

abilities, even the ones we do not use. Gallwey noticed that a person gives the best 

performance when the self 2 is active and the self 1 absolutely suppressed. This does not 

appear only in sport but also in other areas and in every levels of skill (Gallwey 2010, 26 – 

29). 

 The outer world is important because working surroundings and other external aspects 

have a great influence on our production and satisfaction in work. There are, of course, 

possibilities of changing the outer world physically and in most cases people focus on the 

outer world but Gallwey’s inner world thought says that there are more important 

surroundings inside of our head. All the feelings, thoughts, attitudes, emotions etc. are 

basically products from the inner world, from person itself, and all those attitudes have a 
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huge impact on everyday work as well as on everyday life. When the head and heart is 

clear with faith and passion, the work will be affected greatly and vice versa. In case of 

inner conflict every future decision will miss rationality and self-restriction and fear will 

arise in everyday activity (Gallwey 2010, 48 – 50). 

 When a coach works with his client he is more focused on the inner world because that 

is what actually matters. It is the understanding that the Self 1 speaking to a person is 

actually a voice of somebody else. This made-up voice that gives orders, has doubts and 

criticizes is nothing more than a product of outside different sources that came through life 

and literary sabotages all work and effort. Distinguishing and focusing on the Self 2 is 

what truly matters and is primary goal of every coach working with a client. Timothy 

Gallwey has proven his concept both to the field of sport and business (Gallwey 2010, 50 – 

52). 
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2 COACHING AS A WAY OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT  

One of the greatest books of success starts with the chapter describing how our thoughts 

are valuable. The book Think and Grow Rich was written by Napoleon Hill on the request 

of Andrew Carnegie and covers thirty years of study the most successful people in the 

world. Our thoughts are truly valuable especially when they are connected with fixed goal, 

persistence and desire (Hill 1990, 15). Comparing the methods in this chapter with the 

coaching principles mentioned above we will be able to see the clear similarity in the way 

of changing one’s live by changing his inner world. 

 Everything depends on our thinking. Every person can be successful in his life as well 

as unsuccessful. It does not matters whether the person is small, tall, short, skinny, fat, 

black, yellow, white, man or women. The only thing that determines if we will be 

successful is our brain, heart or in another words the inner world of ourselves.  

 Dr. Maxwell Maltz, the American plastic surgeon and writer, gives us the “self-image” 

term in his book called Psycho-Cybernetics. This self-image is a mental picture that every 

person carries for himself and which determines our abilities and sets the boundaries of 

what we can do or cannot do. We have to change our self-image first to be able change 

ourselves. According to Maxwell, the self-image (the individual’s mental and spiritual 

concept or a picture of himself) is the real key to personality and behavior and as we can 

see further, our behaviors form our future life (Maltz 2005, 5 – 8). 

 Every person has been creating his own self-image (started usually at the age of 3). 

The current self-image determines our live and it can be changed by experiencing. There 

are two way of experiencing. A man can experience in the reality of his life or in the 

laboratory of his own mind. According to Maxwell’s book the human nervous system 

cannot see the difference between true experience and precisely imagined experience in 

our head. Through experiencing new engrams and neural patterns are created in the grey 

pattern of a brain  (Maltz 2005, 9 – 11). From coaching viewpoint, coach leads his client to 

create a vision, a future image of ideal situation. Very detailed vision evokes in a client 

strong emotions that have a great influence on future change. We can say the efficiency of 

coaching session is equal with the experience that future vision evokes in a client. 

 To live fully and happily a person must create an adequate picture of himself. A 

person must accept himself, he must have a wholesome self-esteem, the self that he is not 

ashamed of, the self that he trust and believe in (Maltz 2005, 20). A human is in the role of 

an operator and his brain is a mechanism that can lead him into the successful or 
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unsuccessful life. (Nightigale 2006). Our brain and nervous system consists of a “strange 

goal oriented mechanism” that we are able operate. 

 

2.1 Mind as a Mechanism 

 Cybernetics proves to us that a human subconscious mind is not a mind at all. We can 

imagine it as a kind of creative mechanism consisting of the brain and nervous system. 

This mechanism can be controlled by mind (consciousness, where our forebrain selects 

goals and trigger the mechanism into action and feed it with the information). This 

mechanism automatically achieves goals of success and happiness as well as goals of 

failure depending on the goals we put in. We create those goals by using our imagination 

(Maltz 2005, 22). This mechanism also uses information which we put into it e.g. our 

thoughts, attitudes, interpretations, etc. If we put in negative information, we will get 

negative results. If we put in positive information, we will get positive results (Nightingale 

2006). 

 The success mechanism also contains a memory containing all the experiences of our 

life. If we want to live our life fully and happily we have to practice and go through new 

habits of thinking again. To achieve this, we have to change our imagination, remembering 

and behavior to create absolutely new realistic self-image to be able to use our mechanism 

for obtaining goals and dreams we truly want (Maltz 2005, 22). 

 Marilyn Atkinson describes three parts of human brain. A reticular brain cares for the 

whole body and keeps it in safety. Second part is called emotional brain. All mammals 

have emotions that are triggers of an action. This part of human brain is very important 

because it records memories, creates a strong desire for long term patterns of behaviors and 

thinks in terms like yes, no, good or bad, etc. For coach and client it is vitally important to 

keep on mind the cooperation between the reticular brain and emotional brain that have an 

ability to take control over the whole body. The last part of brain is called Neocortex. The 

visualization capacity of both hemispheres called Neocortex determines our focus on 

future, completing our plans and goals (Atkinson 2009, 52 – 57). 

 

2.2  Imagination 

 Our nervous system is unable to distinguish between real experience and imagined 

experience (Maltz 2005, 36). It is precisely an emotional part of human brain that replays 
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memories. All associated memories are experienced as they would be real, with a strong 

feeling or emotion (Atkinson 2009, 55). Nervous system simply reacts in harmony with 

our imagination as well as the reality we experience. This information has enormous value 

for personal growth as well as for individual. Understanding that our activity, feelings and 

behavior are the result of our images gives us a great lever because those mental pictures 

give us an opportunity for practicing new attitudes. Success mechanism will help us to 

achieve a better self, if we create a mental picture of the person we want to become in our 

mind, and if we see ourselves in this new role (Maltz 2005, 36 – 43). 

 Cybernetics considers brain as a sophisticated mechanism searching for a definite goal 

and using feedback information for coordination. A human is not considered as a machine 

but as a human who has a machine (a brain) at his disposal. Human is in role of an operator 

who sets goals using his imagination. This exercise of imagination puts new information 

and creates new memories in our mid-brain and central neurotic system which creates a 

new image of self. Successful mechanism takes the control after we create a precise image 

of what we want. Today’s feelings and behavior of unsuccessful people are spontaneous 

and automatic because of bad memories saved in our automatic mechanism (Maltz 2005, 

42 – 47). 

 The visualization of mental pictures creates new neuron ways. Those neuron ways 

increase physical ability of certain exercises as well as it creates micro motions in muscles. 

In a simplified way, this visualization changes our patterns of behaviors by connecting of 

mind and body. This is the true power of creating owns reality because everything happens 

in mind firstly and after that in reality (Atkinson 2009, 59). Knowing this fact, we can state 

that by changing person’s heart, mind or simply inner world we can change his life. 

 

2.3 The Way to Change 

Anthony Robins, The American motivational speaker and coach, describes certain ways of 

transforming people’s life emotionally, financially, in relationships and other spheres of 

life. In his Ultimate Edge series, he gives us advices to take better control over our life. 

People pay their attention and waste their time on issues that are not important or 

necessary. One of the key points of changing our life according to Anthony Robbins is to 

deal with important issues every day because time cannot be replaced. This understanding 

leads us to the term “focus” (Robbins 2009). 
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 One of the main principles of coaching is to set up goals, see visions and dreams. At 

the very first session a client sets up his future goals as it is mentioned above. He must pay 

attention and give his energy to something because in the case of the indecision his energy 

loses in other subsidiary actions.  

 A person can be good at some action because he gives it a focus. In another words, our 

energy flows everywhere we concentrate our focus. Knowing this simple state, every 

person is able to put his focus into an area of life he truly wants. A person has to literally 

feed his mind to program himself and to make a change in life. He must also think about 

what he wants, start dreaming about it and concentrate full attention on clear vision of his 

life (Robbins 2009). 

 Focus is not the only pillar of progress as Anthony Robbins mentioned in his Ultimate 

Edge. There are three pillars of progress to influence mind: 

1. Focus 

2. Tools 

3. Inner conflict 

 Tools help us to create the best strategies. A person can see world differently by using 

the right tools or via help of a mentor or coach. There is a significant difference between 

new approach to a problem and old typical attitudes. A person using new approach with a 

clear focus concentrates on a solution of a problem and creates a vision of self in the ideal 

situation. He creates a self-image of point of life where he wants to be and because of this 

all his energy goes into the solution. A person with this attitude has passion, a will and is 

exited. On the other hand, a person with old approach has no goal, no guidance and 

therefore his energy does not flow into the solution but in many cases into the problem 

(Robbins 2009). 

 

2.3.1  Conformity 

There is an aspect of society that has a great influence on life and before we move on in 

our way of change we must know a few things about this aspect. Earl Nightingale, in The 

Strangest Secret audio, pointed out term conformity and described it as a way of human 

acting. Conformity is a state where a person acts according to the social standards and 

attitudes. It is the way of living where everybody is acting like everybody else and in many 

cases even without knowing why they are acting like that. People simply do not think 

because they confirm (Nightingale 2006). 
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 The main reason why conformity has so important impact to the success is because 

people are acting according to the majority of unsuccessful people and therefore they are 

pulled down in their way of life (Nightingale 2006). Perception of reality also influences 

the human behavior and the changing of this situation is not always easy (Armstrong 

2007). The society, religion and education have been forming our lives and way of 

thinking. If the learned patterns of thoughts and behaviors are bad, all future work will tend 

to be bad. A person with bad inner world cannot perform actions he would like to do 

properly. He must change himself first and afterwards all his work will go properly with 

this new change (OSHO 2004). 

 Breaking out of the conformity does not mean getting rid of the responsibility or going 

against superior and customer’s demands. A good coach must lead his client to obtain 

more responsibility and reduce interferences which is equally corresponding with getting 

out of conformity. It is more about client’s right decision of working manner that 

corresponds with himself, with his choice, values and interests (Gallwey 2010, 136). 

 

 

For a human being is natural to be active. Being passive is a result of inner blocks or 

negation caused usually by indecision that can go together with conformity. Majority of 

people are more passive than active. Those people create more problems than solutions. 

Stephen R. Covey, the American writer and very influential speaker, gives advises to his 

clients to be active as much as they can because an action stimulates our thinking to be 

able solve problems more effectively (Covey 2006). 

 Anthony Robbing points out that every part of our body must move forward to be able 

to achieve a goal. If this does not happen, inner conflicts are at fault. This simply means 

that we are blocked and full of negatives which do not allow us to move forward in a right 

way. Blocked people are indecisive, unable to make decision (Robbins 2009). People are in 

the points of indecision in almost every sphere of our life: in relationships, business, sports 

etc. This indecisive acting brings fear and sabotages out future steps towards goals 

(Schwartz 2006). We can feel fear and doubts but we have to be aligned. The human brain 

has great ability when he is aligned, that means to make a clear decision. After this process 

we take action (Robbins 2009). 

 During our process we have two options of obtaining the patterns of life. We can learn 

from own experiences, time, failures and successes for many years or from somebody 

else’s life. Anthony Robbins’s advice is to learn from the life of somebody else. It is much 
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more effective to learn from somebody who has spent twenty years of creating rather than 

to learn from own mistakes. Usually, when a person fails, he blames circumstances or 

resources. But according to Robbins, the biggest illusion of why people in life fail is that 

they believe they have not got the right circumstances or they are missing resources 

(Nightingale 2006). If we look closely to the life of successful people, we will find that the 

problem is not in circumstances. The real problem is a lack emotional strength, the lack of 

resourcefulness. A resourceful person will always get the resources. 

 Human emotion stimulates resourcefulness. Positive emotions, such as determination, 

love, passion, creativity etc influences our decisions in the situations and therefore our life. 

Successful or unsuccessful life is based on the habit of emotions we use. A person with 

fear reacts on the same situation differently that person that is full of happiness (Robbins 

2009). 

  Ability to find a joy and creating a habit of using positive emotions is necessary 

for full emotional strength. Inspiration is a source of achievement that creates joy in our 

life.  According to Anthony Robbins, achievement is a science. Science of how to 

transform body to achieve something (make money, be great parent, etc). Science is same 

for everybody. There are certain laws valid for every person in different areas of life (laws 

of life, body, money) and if those laws are ignored, they will bring pain, disease. If those 

laws are followed, they will give vitality, energy (Robbins 2009). 

 

2.3.2 Decisions 

Decision is the first and the most important element in our life to begin a change for 

success. Anthony Robbins in The Ultimate Edge audio explains that our future is shaped 

by the moments where we are making decisions. Our future is not shaped by other people, 

society or circumstances. All those features may have influence on our decisions but the 

main and only factor that matters is us. Always a decision stands at the beginning. After 

decision comes action which is the force unleashing our emotional strength. A person can 

be excited or scared and both of those examples are basically right because we can get 

motivated to make a decision and perform some action. In this case we have a clean focus. 

But most people are somewhere between those two extremes, they are in the point of 

indecision which is the dead end (Robbins 2009). 

 One of the main differences between successful people and failure people is in their 

ability of making decisions. Successful people are able to make quick and clear decisions 
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because they know that life is formed by decisions, even the small ones. Conformity has 

also great part in decision making process because many people let themselves manipulate 

by others. A person who wants to change his life must rely on his own judgment (Hill 

1990, 113 – 114). Everybody can do or change everything in the world by making the right 

decisions. But a person must change himself first. It is inner oriented change to be able 

change something in outer world (Robbins 2009). 

 To define decisions more closely, it is necessary to realize that every moment of our 

life we make decisions. Whether they are conscious or unconscious, every person makes 

decisions and according to Anthony Robbins there are 3 decisions everybody makes: 

1. We are making decisions of what are we going to focus on. We can consciously 

focus on things but also unconsciously we are focused on things according to our 

habits. Most of people focus on what they are afraid of or what they do not want 

instead of using the same energy to the solution or things we valuate. It is pointless 

to think about issues that we cannot change rather than pay attention to things we 

can change (ourselves, our own thoughts, emotions, etc) (Robbins 2009). Yet, so 

many people focus on the bad things even without knowing why (Nightingale 

2006). 

2. Meaning after decision is powerful. The state of our mind after we focus on 

something determines how we see the problem. A person can see either beginning 

of something new or ending of an old event.  He can also feel either guilt of being 

successful or happiness. This is the point of view after decision. It influences our 

emotions and emotions are very important because they determine out life and how 

do we react to the events influences our emotions. It is like a vicious circle but 

simply our reaction to events is crucial (Robbins 2009). 

3. An emotion is produced after focusing and giving a meaning on something. 

Emotion’s role is to filter our actions. A person under negative emotions will do or 

not do certain actions differently than under positive emotion (Robbins 2009). 

 

Understanding of these 3 decisions can change life because life is shaped by decisions a 

person makes them moment to moment. Anyway, indecision is nothing else that a bad 

habit and everything can be changed, if we take control over it (Hill 1990, 121). 
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3 THE INNERWORLD 

Coaching as a way of changing life gives to person a freedom in decision making process 

which goes hand to hand with responsibility for his actions. A good coach must keep on 

mind that everybody is unique and experienced his life differently with successes and 

failures. Despite all the methods of coaching, single person requires a different approach 

(Atkinson 2009, 15 – 16). The approach is individualistic to everyone but there are also 

certain values common to all of us and to be able to move on, we need to focus more on 

human itself. 

 There are many methods determining personal attributes. The Company Innermetrix is 

contemporary one of the best provider of powerful consulting tools and methods in fields 

of finance, strategy and human values. This company consists of several experts from 

different areas of business, science and psychology and their main task is to help other 

companies and business owners to organize and chart their management to easily achieve 

goals (Innermetrix International 2003). Anyway, for our necessity of revealing true human 

potential to maximize his effort, we can use a certain part of this whole Innermetrix test. A 

part used mainly by coaches and personal management to reveal client’s true personality 

for life fulfillment. 

3.1 Personal Strength Profile 

Complete test can be obtained via official Innermetrix web pages or the certain part of the 

test called the personal strengths profile on Anthony Robbins official web pages. This 

profile leads to better understanding of behavioral patterns and personality types and is 

divided into three parts. 

3.1.1 The Genius Index 

 Every one of us wants something. We have dreams, aspirations and goals in life and 

commonly there is a need of ‘what’ do we want. With this need goes also the factor called 

a decision. Anthony Robbins and Napoleon Hill strongly pointed out that ability to make 

decisions is one of the most necessary elements in life, as it is stated above. The 

Innermetrix Genius Index profile is the most contemporary interpretation for measuring 

natural patterns for thinking and making decisions on the market. (Robbins. The Genius 

Index) People possess of three main classes of talents that can be oriented on: 

1. The Head: People with this class of talents have Strategic and Structural thinking.  

They have conceptual and structural point of view to the world. They look 
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theoretically and intellectually at the world that is a problem to be understood and 

solved for this style (Robbins. The Genius Index). 

2. The Hand: People with this class of talents have Tactical and Practical thinking. 

They have practical and results oriented point of view to the world. For this class of 

people the world is and objective to be achieved (Robbins. The Genius Index). 

3. The Heart: People with this class of talents have Personal and Empathetic thinking. 

They have humanistic and personal point of view to the world.  Those people see 

the world as a place full of people that need to be understood (Robbins. The Genius 

Index). 

 

This essence is important because coach leads us to think about the master plan to reach 

our goals. The master plan can acquire better precision by using this kind of test which will 

lead to better efficiency. There will be always a different approach to a person who is 

oriented more on heart, head or body. Everything depends fully on a client and his steps. 

 

3.1.2 The Values Index 

The questions ‘why’ concerns mainly with motivation or drive. Why am I doing this? 

What drives me? Somebody can feel absolute urge for work and somebody else is not 

motivated at all in the same case. The answer on the question of why there is such a large 

gap between those two cases can be found in the research of Dr. Eduard Spranger and 

Gordon Allport whose researches created seven dimensions of value, called also The 

Innermetrix Values Index (Robbins. The Values Index). The Values Index helps people to 

understand their behavioral style, unique personality and hierarchy of values to discover 

what truly motivates them and so to increase their effectiveness in different areas of their 

lives (Coughlin 2012). 

 I believe that all people are different. A person can demand strong, fast attitude 

oriented strictly to the results but the same approach is absolutely worthy on somebody 

else who can be a slow thinker, a person who is oriented more to the people or the process.  

Despite the difference of the people is it significant that successful people have something 

in common. They share the same trait of self-awareness (Robbins. The Values Index). 

Successful people think similarly, they recognize good situations and opportunities that 

will make them successful. Unsuccessful people think similarly too on their level of 
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thinking that is absolutely different than the level of thinking of successful people (Yager 

2007, 43 – 47). 

 The Values Index measures seven dimensions of motivation to help people understand 

their natural motivators and helps them to focus on the right opportunities. It is the most 

effective tool in the marketplace of these days. Seven dimensions of motivation are 

(Robbins. The Values Index): 

1. The Aesthetic Dimension: People with high rate in this dimension tend to prefer 

harmony, form and balance in their lives. The most common objects are mainly 

from the fields of green initiatives or environmental concerns.  

2. The Economic Dimension: The motivation of people in this dimension lays in 

security from economic gain, achieving of practical results or returns. 

3. The Individualistic Dimension: A human needs to appear as an individualist or an 

independent unique person separated from the social crowd. 

4. The Political Dimension: Main motivation for people is in the leadership. A 

motivation to influence and control over success or environment.  

5. The Altruistic Dimension: The main drive is in the unselfish progress where is the 

need of humanitarian sense to help and benefit others. 

6. The Regulatory Dimension: People have the drive for routine. They are motivated 

when they can establish orders; promote rules, policies and a traditional approach 

through standards. 

7. The Theoretical Dimension: People are motivated and have the drive for gaining 

knowledge or when they can understand and discover the truth or solve problems. 

 

The statement of these values helps people with their performance management, to find 

goals that are inspirational which may influence their future selection of job and creating 

their life roles (Coughlin 2012). This test has also great influence on future coaching of a 

person because coach and client can focus primarily on specific areas and be more 

effective.  

 My personal experience with this test and final results assured me in the values I was 

aware of and also reveal some hidden values. The complete results are attached in 

appendix of this thesis (appendix P I). I was above average in Aesthetic, Individualistic and 

Theoretical dimension which indicates that as an individual I can have a great influence on 

other people. The strong points were also in creativity, uniqueness and desire for harmony 

and beauty in life. On the other hand, I was a kind of person that needs to follow clear and 
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accepted plan to move forward. The future coaching sessions allowed me to observe those 

values in almost every action. Further in this thesis is stated my detailed progress during 

coaching sessions. During the whole coaching progress my mind was overfilled with new 

ideas and creative solution which correspond with the test values. Paradoxically, I was 

simultaneously unable to make any real action before creating a precise action plan of 

certain steps. 

 This Values Index profile is a suitable tool for revealing true human values which have 

huge impact on his future life. I also want to mention that those results are written in 

certain ways to have a positive effect on a person. One of the aspects of coaching is to 

solve problems in a gentle and polite way with positive approach to a client and this test 

fulfills this rule considerably. 

 

3.1.3 The DISC Index 

Every child starts to create his own patterns of behavior at the age of 3 and until the age of 

6 those patterns are completed from 80%. These patterns of behavior or habits accompany 

a human through his whole life. A person with bad patterns has troubles in his work and 

life and on the other hand a person with good patterns walks easily on his way of life. It all 

matters on surrounding and given situation. Every child learns from the surroundings. A 

child creates his bad or good patterns according to what he sees and hears. He simply 

imitates and copies the world around him (Toman 2008, 110 – 137). It is not coincidence 

that children whose parents are successful continue in success and vice versa. 

Nevertheless, this process does not ever stop and as well as children even the adults are 

affected by the surrounding. 

 Every human has his own patterns of behaviors. Under this term we imagine a 

standard movements or habits which we use in everyday life (Atkinson 2009, 37). Doctor 

William Marston came with interpretation of behavioral dimensions called the Innermetrix 

DISC Index that helps to understand behavioral styles and finds ways to maximize 

potential of a person (Robbins. The DISC Index). 

 There are two styles of how people behave under different situations: 

1. Natural Style which describes a behavior when a person is the most natural. It is a 

basic style when a person is authentic and true to himself. Staying in this style is 

comforting because it reduces a stress and tension and a person under pressure 
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reverts to this style. A person authentic to this style will maximize a true potential 

more effectively (Robbins. The DISC Index). 

2. Adaptive Style which describes a behavior when a person is aware of his behavior. 

A style of how a person perceives he should modify his natural tendencies. It is less 

authentic to true tendencies and preferences of a person. More stress and fall of 

effectiveness appears when a person is forced to adopt this kind of style (Robbins. 

The DISC Index). 

 

It is vitally important to understand and recognize the situations that fit with our behavioral 

style. This DISC test helps us also to understand our limitations and shows to us where we 

are effective and ineffective. In final, we are able to find ways that are best for our life. The 

people who better understands their habits and patterns of behavior are far more likely to 

get results they want and seek new good opportunities (Robbins. The DISC Index). 

 The DISC method operates with four dimensions that are measured (Robbins. The 

DISC Index):  

1. Decisive dimension: People are oriented to getting results and solving problems. 

Their actions correspondent with clear picture or idea of what they want. They are 

mainly interested in actions that will help promote their ideas and get the results 

they want. It is also called a Dominance dimension because those types of people 

are already decided of what they want and they do not pay attention of the details of 

how to get it.    

2. Interactive dimension: People are oriented in interacting with other people.  They 

have a tendency to promote ideas through people. They are interested in working 

with people, understanding of them, showing emotions and influencing others. This 

dimension is also called Influencing. Those people are interested in the bigger 

picture and in the people they want to persuade to, the details are not so important 

for them. 

3. Stability dimension: People are oriented to steadiness and routine. They are more 

passive and less active and the details of the action or the way are for them more 

important than the bigger picture. The main factors are persistence, stability and 

pacing. Other word for this type of dimension is Submission. 

4. Cautious dimension: People are oriented to standards and procedures. As well as 

the Stability dimension people these people are more introverted and passive. They 
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are very interested in details and precise way of working. This dimension is also 

called Compliance because people take care of doing things correctly. 

 

The DISC reports are unique for every person. I included my own in appendix where is a 

clear difference in behaviors of certain styles (appendix P II). The low value in decisive 

dimension and high value in cautious dimension proves, together with the values from the 

Values Index, the certain need for a precise action plan. In this case it was more about 

ability to make clear decisions. As it was written above, the ability to make decisions is the 

basic element of making a change. The information about lack of decisiveness influenced 

my further coaching progress because together with a coach we were able to adapt the plan 

according to these results for higher efficiency. The DISC Index information in general is 

able to influence a person’s future plans and I believe that this is also very effective tool, 

not only for coaching. 

 Other values testify to my main goal during the process of change through coaching 

lessons. My main goal was to create an absolute freedom in life. I wanted to be absolutely 

free from routine, control or fear. Further in the thesis it is established as state of mind 

“here and now”. The DISC Index information again proved and helped me to direct my 

way more specifically and with higher efficiency. 

 The patterns of behavior can be changed as it is written above in the chapter 2.2 

Imagination. They were formed mainly in childhood by surroundings and are created also 

now via conformity. However, when the patterns and habits were once formed, they can be 

formed again differently or even replaced which can lead to better improvement in life. I 

believe that these DISC Index information are very valuable but to crucial, because we are 

able to change ourselves. 
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4 THE WAY OF CHANGE 

To change one’s heart we need to follow certain steps and methods of coaching. In reality, 

every coach should follow this rules but everyone has his own certain way of coaching as 

well as every single client requires different approach. In this last part of bachelor thesis is 

stated my experience and change by using coaching approach. At the beginning, it is 

important to mention that coaching is a long term process and nothing happens overnight. 

It is a process of progressive change. 

4.1 Coaching Session 

 I had the pleasure to be coached by Alexandra Hubáčková, M.A., Ph.D. and by Craig 

M. Bradshaw, Sr. who is a senior coaching consultant of Robbins Research International. 

4.1.1 Rapport 

 The beginning of every session is called Rapport and it is about getting to know the 

client. Into this part also belongs the finding in which point of life a client occurs, better 

understanding of this person and consideration if he is a suitable client to be coached. 

Sometimes happens that a person is in point of live where he does not need any help at all. 

My personal experience with every session was that we always started with friendly 

conversation. I had almost no impression that I was coached and it was alright. According 

to John Whitmore, the best coaching session is when a client do not realize that he is 

coached and freely talks about his inner feelings (Hubáčková 2012). 

4.1.2 Contract 

 The Rapport is followed by Contract where the coach gets to know client’s 

expectations from the session. At the beginning of this part are important goals, the 

definition of a situation and primarily the expectation from the client’s side (Hubáčková 

2012). The topic of the session can be anything. My concrete goal was to become a person 

who live fully and right “now and here” with no regret or negativity. This dream can be 

seen like an easy reachable goal but we have to keep on mind that everybody is 

individualistic and the change can be a huge intervention into the life. Clients may have 

difficulties with defining their problems and the best way to help them is to create a 

friendly atmosphere. Coaching is about positive and optimistic approach that indicates that 

a client is welcome. 

 Anthony Robbins and his team belongs contemporary to the world top coaches. They 

provide on their web pages many coaching tools and services. A client who decides to co-
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operate with them is getting astonished from the very beginning. The communication with 

the company is so highly-developed that a client can feel the absolutely different treatment. 

Even a single e-mail was full of energy that breathes to a client (Bradshaw 2012). This is 

also one of the basic rules of coaching when coach must pay absolutely full attention to his 

client. A client is the one who is important and if it is treated with a client greatly, the main 

change will start immediately. The client will start to think differently in very friendly and 

pleasant surroundings. He will get relaxed, opened and be able to speak more about the 

problems. It may seem paradoxical but the most successful coaching sessions are when a 

client “will do the whole work” and coach does not. It is because client must think about 

the solutions of his problem; he wants to change things and the importance lays to him. 

Coach leads him with faith and belief by using the right questions and knowing that a 

client will choose the best for himself. 

4.1.3 Four Coaching Questions 

 The coach uses questions when works with a client all the time. He can use the 

GROW model (mentioned above) or any other form of questions. The importance is to get 

precise description of client’s goals. Find out what is holding him back or in other worlds 

realize the reality. After marking out goals and clarifying all the surroundings, another step 

is to find a way to get the goals. Coach’s role is to lead a client to find best options by 

himself and when a client will start to think about all the possibilities, he will certainly find 

the best possible answer. It is very important that coach must not interfere and not to 

influence. The will is at the end. A client must make a decision that he will undertake the 

necessary steps and responsibility. Coach again does not force a client (Hubáčková 2012). 

 Comparing this with my own personal experience I had to think about the life without 

any limitations. We created an absolute vision with a coach of enthusiastic person that 

lives absolutely spontaneously with no misleading thoughts that discourages from taking 

any action. A person that is happy around people and spread the happiness. All this was 

created in correspondence of the best intentions and with no aim to hurt anybody. A person 

living a life “now and here” do not think about the future or the past. It may seem childish 

but almost absolute majority of people live a life in a “world of fantasy”. People 

experience their own unrealistic movies inside their heads. They think about the past 

events they cannot change or they think about the ideal future they would like to live. The 

reality is that their own true life is getting away while they are faraway thinking about 

other things. I do not want to analyze this issue further because it is not very relevant to the 
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topic but my precise goal was to get out of this mode. Knowing all of this, the next step 

was to realize the factors that can help me and also the ones that hindering me. 

 Many factors form and affect person’s behavior, especially those we were in touch in 

our childhood. Mine biggest problem was a habit of hesitating and indecisiveness before 

almost every action which led to creating premature conclusion of the action before it even 

happened. The conclusions were in many cases negative and it brought fear of the 

unknown and fear of strange situations and people. Thanks to suitably asked questions I 

was able to describe the reality very precisely (Hubáčková 2012). A world is full of people 

that are upset and negative because they didn’t reach their goals in life. If the situation is 

bad for us, we must not hesitate. The bad comes worse until it degenerates to total 

negativity. The person with constant fear becomes more and more upset. The only option is 

immediate change, taking an action and do not stay in the point of indecision any longer 

(Bradshaw 2012). 

 The best option to approach the “here and now” life is via certain steps. Effective way 

to overcome any fear is to enter the fear. List of alternatives contained talking with strange 

people, just small steps of establishing friendly conversation with absolute strangers and 

entering unknown situations without any premature thinking. 

 Questions about the will lead me to create my own decision of doing those steps 

towards my goals and also tests my faith of doing those steps. I evaluated possibility of 

fulfillment those steps by number 9 which indicates that I am almost absolutely sure of 

realization. All those small steps seemed easy in comparison with the big goal. 

4.1.4 Result Framework 

Coach and client must obtain a complete picture of the whole ideal situation where the 

problem is solved. Coach simply leads a client to describe the ideal situation. However, a 

client is sometimes used to think in negative terms and coach’s role here is to convert 

everything into a positive light. Coach led me to describe my feelings to imagine ideal state 

to take everything under control. I described the ideal state where nothing is a problem and 

where I can freely do whatever I want without any limitations.  My final motto was ‘do not 

have fear’. However, this statement was negative and coach led me to think about equal 

positive alternative. I shifted it into “brightly forward” (Hubáčková 2012). 

4.1.5  Creation of an Experience 

Creation of an experience is the hardest part during the whole session and it is never the 

same. A coach must use the right tools for a client to complete final image. All mentioned 
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features must correspond with client’s inner feeling. Creating an experience is simply 

understood as a completing all the features and finding the best way of reaching a goal.  It 

is about a creating an experience of future realistic state (Hubáčková 2012). 

 I had to think about the whole future situation, about all the people that will or will not 

be affected by my change and create absolutely realistic vision of my future life (Bradshaw 

2012). In my case, the best and probably only way goes through talking to absolute 

strangers to overcome a fear of people as I stated above because those situations and other 

situations of unknown hinder me from living absolutely freely. Key tool in this case was a 

visualization of all previous successes. I had to imagine a detailed picture of the point in 

life when I overcame some fear and this picture convert into a current situation. This step 

was very easy for me as a client (Hubáčková 2012). 

4.1.6 Action Steps 

Client knows exactly what he needs and he knows the way to reach his goals. Together 

with a coach they cleared the vision and the next step is to set out. They put together 

certain steps which the client will perform till the next session. The action steps are 

different at every session. Coach always leads a client to create a new plan which depends 

on the previous actions. This part also shows clients determination and for a coach it is a 

test of commitment. Coach will see on the next session whether a client fulfilled given 

action steps or not. According to Anthony Robbins, there emotion is the impulse for an 

action. The pain and the pleasure are two emotions which drives an action right now 

(Bradshaw 2012). 

 In my case it was a pleasure that drives me. I needed the change and I was excited 

with the bright future that is uncovering step by step to me. I was also motivated to go 

immediately outside and work on my dreams to reach them after every session. Anyway 

from the beginning it was not easy. I found that I need a detailed list of clear and specified 

steps. This fact also proved me the Values and DISC Index. This fact affected future 

sessions. With a coach we focused more on the creation of the list of everyday activities 

that I had to accomplish. I committed to making a conversation with five strangers every 

day. This may be seen strange for some people but I want to remind that everybody is an 

individualistic and everybody has different needs (Hubáčková 2012). 

4.1.7 Declared Value 

This part of a coaching session deals with the value of a client. Client is invited to talk 

about the most valuable and important things for him from the whole coaching session. He 
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communicates with a coach about the worthy values, such as the benefit from the session 

or insight to the whole progress (Hubáčková 2012). 

 This part was beneficial for me as a client because I was able to saw again the whole 

problem from the different point of view. Everything seemed very clearly and easily after 

the discussion of whole issue from different angles. Suddenly a person comes to a 

conclusion that the problem was only in his head as well as the solution. The progressive 

realization towards goals may not seem hard now as it was at the beginning. 

4.1.8 Appreciation of a Client 

At the very end of every coaching session is appreciation of a client. Coach recognizes his 

client and is thankful for his participation. From my point of view, this brought me a great 

inner feeling and impression from the whole session (Hubáčková 2012). 

 

4.2 Future Recommendation 

Talking about the future recommendation, I want to suggest that everybody who feels that 

is in the dead end or in a point in life where he needs a change should try coaching. It is 

absolutely new experience and a client has almost nothing to lose. One of the coaching 

method oriented on the last sessions deals with four quadrants of success (Hubáčková 

2012). 

- The first quadrant is about the review. The change that client experienced in the 

process and what he overcome. All this process was worthy for me because I was 

able to think clearly about the challenges and solutions at the end. After the talking 

to everybody suddenly the fears disappear and the joy remains. 

- The shining moments is a part where client realizes where he gets during the whole 

process. I realized that the initial hesitation and fear was only an illusion in my 

head. Overcoming this obstacle gives me absolutely great feeling and awareness of 

my attitudes against problems. 

- The third quadrant is creativity during the whole process. It is the way when client 

set own action steps, made up his own progression or own visualization. After I 

started to apply my certain steps during the change I noticed that in majority of 

situations I am lack of decisiveness. I improved my action steps to start doing 

things as fast as I was able to and without thinking. During this process, I noticed 
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on myself that every action is easier until it became a habit and the change has 

happened. The little creative improvement helped me to overcome initial fear. 

- The last part is about legacy. It is about client’s next steps after the change. He can 

use the acquired abilities in other situations and under different conditions. I had 

complete change in my life because my inner setting was changed. Every reaction 

was supported with hesitation or indecision. The created habit of “now and here” 

allowed me to reflect myself differently into the world. 

 

 

Days go by and the change slowly comes. It was a progressive process which started inside 

of me. The hardest part was the beginning. I had to be very patient, persistent and hold the 

goals in front of me. After some time, new habits were formed and the old ones were 

replaced. The issues that seemed very hard in past are now natural and it is a great feeling 

of achieving dreams. 

 Anyway, the whole process of coaching does not end by the last session. I believe that 

there is no end at all. It is only a new beginning of different life, a beginning of a great 

journey towards dreams with enthusiastic attitude. At the beginning, coaching was for me 

about getting to the state of mind where I will be able to live now and here. Just do not 

waste time on unnecessary tiny problems, focus on the things in life that truly matters and 

fully enjoy life. Thanks to coaching I changed my patterns of behavior, created new habits 

and erased old bad patterns. In other words, coaching helped me to change my heart and by 

changing my heart I was able to change my life. I also started to believe that adults have a 

lot to learn from young children because they are the ones who are truly doing things by 

heart and enjoy life fully. 
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CONCLUSION 

This bachelor thesis was aimed to examine the influence of coaching to human life. The 

simple question at the beginning whether the life can be changed by changing a heart has 

been proved through the whole thesis. The first part of thesis, containing coaching 

methods, analyses that coaching is oriented to the inner world of a person. This 

information is closely connected with the section of personal development where is stated 

that all factors creating our life and outer world comes from the inside. A life can be 

shaped consciously or unconsciously but always from the inside. The unconscious 

influence was analyzed together with conformity that says that a human life is formed by 

current situations and surroundings. I want to stress here that surrounding does not shape 

our life. Surrounding influences our inner world and this inner world reflects into the life 

and outer world. 

 Coaching provides certain methods that allow us to take control over the life and 

consciously shape it. There is a true potential to reach any goal in everybody but this 

potential is being reduced due to interferences. A coach can use specific type of questions 

to lead a client to think about the problem and solution by himself. Client is led to gain a 

different perspective see a reality clearly. He will start to feel responsibility for his own 

successes or failures. Coach can help him to create a plan by himself and the change 

already happens. The decision has been made. Every way of change is different because 

everybody is an individual as is stated in the part of personal profile. Some people may 

have troubles with initial overcoming obstacles. They can be blocked and have negations 

again inside of themselves that sabotage their effort and coaching provides the right tools 

of progress. All those negations are nothing else than a bad habits and wrong patterns of 

life. 

 Coach creates a clear and detailed vision with a client of his future ideal situation. 

Coach actually creates our experience that will change our inner setting. We will identify 

ourselves with that vision and we will go deeper in the awareness and become more 

effective. Analysis of human brain in the mind and imagination parts stated that our brain 

is unable to distinguish between real situation and precisely detailed visualization. If we 

imagine only successful situations that will empower us, we will be able to overcome 

problems easily. The emotions will positively influence future reactions. New habits will 

start to form and the old negative patterns of behavior will be replaced by the new ones. 

This way of change happened in my life as it is analyzed in the last section of this bachelor 
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thesis. The whole process of coaching proves to us that the change in life happens when it 

is based internally. 

 At the very end, I want to mention that the success in coaching cannot be compared 

with others or somehow measured. Having a coach is very beneficial but more important is 

to obtain the ability to think individually and creatively. There is no big or small success in 

coaching. It is only about a person himself. It is about what he wants, about his aspirations 

and this is worthy because it is his change, his future, his life. 
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APPENDICES 

P I    Innermetrix: The Values Index. 

P II    Innermetrix: The DISC Index. 
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